As pioneers of storm water solutions, United Storm Water has customized many variations of storm water filtration units for the individual needs of its customers. These unique designs have all proven effective in filtering debris, litter and other common storm water pollutants before they can enter the storm drain system. The experience that United has established in the field of storm water management is always capable of developing the unique solution that customers seek. Below are just some of the filter insert variations that United offers.

All filters are custom made to any shape or size!

**DROP INLET WITHOUT CENTER PORT**
Self supported on the lip of the catch basin underneath the traffic grate. Available with or without a center bypass port which can also be used for sampling. The bypass/sampling port will be located in the center of the filter or on one side based on flows and loads to the site.

**DROP INLET WITH CENTER PORT**

**DROP INLET ALL METAL BASKET**
Fabricated from perforated stainless steel having 5 mm diameter holes and a handle for easy removal.

**CURB INLET**
Mounted on the forward inner wall of curb inlets beneath the curb opening. Multiple units can be fabricated and installed side by side to accommodate large openings.

**ROUND INLET**
Self supported on the lip of the catch basin underneath the grate. Available with a center port for overflow bypass and for sampling filtered runoff.

**TRENCH DRAIN**
Created for “strip drain” type storm drain inlets. Fabricated in sections. Filter units sit on lip of the storm drain underneath the traffic grate.

Media can be added to filters per customer request for even more protection!